


The Kickstarter Curves
Challenge Cheat Sheet

WHY THIS CHALLENGE . . . 
This challenge is specifically designed for women with curves
who want to kick-start their transformation by focusing on a few
foundational components of the Curvy Goddess method in 30
days!

HOW IT WORKS . . . 
1. You'll follow the habits that you've chosen for your 30 days in
this cheat sheet every single day of the challenge.

2. You'll check in daily in the Facebook weight loss group.There
will be a post specific for that day where you'll check in 2x/day.

3. You'll be required to check in once in the morning to prepare
for the day and once in the evening to reflect on the day. This
will keep you focused and accountable. 

4. It's important that you check-in by commenting consistently
twice a day. It helps you stay on track AND consistency is a
big determining factor of success and meeting your goals.  



MAKING THE MOST OF THIS . . .  

Use the couple of days before it starts to get everything you
need. Go shopping and stock the fridge with good food. And
get mentally prepared to focus for the 30 days ahead. This is
not just about losing weight, but about having a positive
attitude, doing the best you can do, and following directions. 

1. Get Ready

2. Get Real

4. Get Momentum
The challenge is the first phase of my proven transformation
process for plus size women to finally lose weight, create
healthy curves and unstoppable confidence in 90 days. You
will not be following this phase forever, so make sure you
reach out to me when you are ready to continue.

3. Get Involved

Go hop on the scale, take measurements, and before pics.
Think of it as a point of reference and a way to track your
progress. (You'll be asked to post your results at the end.)

The whole purpose of this challenge is to provide you with a
supportive and positive community of like-minded women who
are in this together. Get active in the group comments section.



30-Day Curvy Goddess
Challenge Protocol
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WHAT IS IT? 
You’ve probably heard of habit tracking and how powerful it
can be when you're trying to achieve a goal. This includes
losing weight and transforming your body to a curvy firm YOU. 
 
For the next 30 days we are going to focus on sticking to 1-3
habits that you get to choose from a suggested list or you can
choose some habits that you think of on your own. 
 
Most people think losing weight is about being extreme, but
I'm going to teach you how consistency is the most effective.

Check in by commenting twice a day - The day's post will
be in the FB group. 
Check often - Pinned to the top there will be a link.
Have an AWESOME attitude! 

I've done at least a couple of dozen of challenges over the
years, so I know what makes a great challenge experience.
Do you want to know? Here's how...
 

ALERT: Don't Skip This Part!



List of Habits
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Directions 

Work out for at least 7 minutes every single day
Walk 10,000 steps or more
Resistance train/Lift weights
Track your food intake
Lower your carb intake 
Eat green leafy vegetables 
Stick with whole foods and no processed foods
Skip the fast food 
Go grain-free and bean-free
No sugar and no artificial sweetener
Intermittent fast - 16:8, 18:6, 20:4 
Stop eating after 7pm
Stop eating carbs after 4pm
Drink 8 glasses of water

Choose 1-3 habits from the list below. Stick to the habits
you've chosen from May 18 - June 17. (You can choose your
own if they are not listed below.) Check in twice a day to the
appropriate post in the Facebook page.
 



Intermittent Fasting Basic
Rules
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16:8 LeanGains 
For those choosing intermittent fasting as one of the habits
then here's the deal...Choose an interval. 16:8 is a good start.
(16 hours of fasting with an 8 hour eating window.)
 
Do this every single day during the 30-day challenge. You also
have the option to change the fasting/eating intervals. 18:6,
20:4, and 22:2

The Quick & Dirty Steps
1. Choose your fasting interval: 16:8, 18:6, 20:4, or 22:2
(Make sure if you're new to this start with the 16:8 interval.)

3. Make sure you know when you will fast, what to eat
when you break your fast. (For newbies, break your fast with
a soup or small salad, wait 15 minutes, then eat your main
meal. 

2. Download a free fasting app: Life, Zero, and Vora are
good ones.

4. Listen to your body. If you just can't reach your day's
fasting goal then go back to eating healthy. 



Fasting Q & A
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HOW DO I CHOOSE WHEN TO FAST?  
Consider fasting more in the morning. With an 8-hour
eating window, you can choose to schedule it during any
time, then fast for the following 16 hours. 
 
If you tend to munch at night or like going out with friends in
the evenings, you might be better off starting fasting late, then
skipping breakfast and eating a late lunch the following day.

Skip all calories. While you should definitely have water
during the fasting hours, you can have black coffee, black,
herbal, and green tea, seltzer water and regular water. Skip
everything with calories.
 
If you are feeling faint or ill, a little cream in your coffee or
cup of broth won’t hurt you, but it really is better to stick to
no calories. Make sure you give your body time to adjust. The
16 hours of fasting may be challenging in the beginning.

AM I ABLE TO EAT OR DRINK
WHILE I'M FASTING?



Fasting Q & A cont'
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WHAT DO I EAT WHEN IT'S TIME?

Another important thing to be aware of with
intermittent fasting, is how you break the fast.
Don’t just pig out and binge eat when it’s time to
eat again.
 
You need to ease back into eating slowly by
having a normal-sized meal of something or even
starting with a small salad or soup, then wait a
few minutes and eat a bigger meal.

You're probably feeling good from not
eating all of that junk. So let's keep it
that way when it's time to eat again. 
 
Avoid all that sugar, grains, pastas,
breads, processed and packaged food. 

Breaking the Fast

Stick with Whole Foods



Fasting Q & A cont'
AM I ABLE TO EXERCISE WHILE FASTING? 
This is going to vary based on the person, but there are a lot of
benefits to working out in your fasted state. 
 
First of all, you are already burning more fat, so adding in a
fasted workout just helps you burn even more. 
 
You can also avoid the hunger pangs by working out, and
distract yourself with your fitness routine. 
 
I find that I have a lot more energy for my workouts when I'm
fasting. It's surprising!
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Need More Help?
Then Join Kickstarter Curves
Challenge GOLD! Instead of 30
days, you'll get 45 days by being a
GOLD member. In the CG app
you'll also get 6 weeks of Curvy
Goddess Workouts in beginner
and intermediates levels, two types
of Healthy Eating plans, Daily
Morning Motivational Audios and
much more...
 
>>CLICK HERE<<

https://www.curvygoddesschallenge.com/sales-page


Valuable Links
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Want To Get More Curvy Goddess Stuff? 
Here is the link to 7 Tips to Get You Started on Your Curvy
Goddess Journey. >>CLICK HERE<<

Questions?
I've created the Facebook
group to be your questions
portal. Please use it if you
get stuck. >>CLICK HERE
FOR THE PORTAL<<

Haven't downloaded the FREE Curvy Goddess Fit & Food
Journal yet? >>CLICK HERE THEN<<

Ready to join Kickstarter Curves Challenge GOLD? Here
you go!  >>CLICK HERE<<
 

https://www.facebook.com/Curvy.Goddess.Lounge/photos/a.129980843709667/1360799827294423/?type=3&comment_id=1362179267156479&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R%22%7D
https://www.facebook.com/Curvy.Goddess.Lounge/photos/a.129980843709667/1360799827294423/?type=3&comment_id=1362179267156479&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R%22%7D
https://www.facebook.com/Curvy.Goddess.Lounge/photos/a.129980843709667/1360799827294423/?type=3&comment_id=1362179267156479&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R%22%7D
https://www.facebook.com/Curvy.Goddess.Lounge/photos/a.129980843709667/1360799827294423/?type=3&comment_id=1362179267156479&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R%22%7D
https://www.facebook.com/groups/plussizefitness/permalink/2867212476726566/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/plussizefitness/permalink/2867212476726566/
https://www.fitnessandfoodjournal.com/90day-journal
https://bit.ly/plus-size-challenge
https://bit.ly/plus-size-challenge
https://bit.ly/plus-size-challenge

